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Book Series to be launched on 

ScienceDirect  
ScienceDirect will launch the first three packages 

of Elsevier‟s Book Series Online project in January 

2004 at the American Library Association 

Midwinter Meeting …Elsevier currently publishes 

over 180 printed book series in various fields of 
science. The Book Series Online project, sponsored 

by Life Sciences, aims to make this essential 

research tool available electronically via 

ScienceDirect.  

Following the journal model, the packages will 

include back-dated material (up to four years) and 

future additions during the year of purchase. The 

volumes within each package will contain reviews 

and essays on current research in a certain field or a 

comprehensive overview of a particular topic. They 

will often offer an opportunity for a more lengthy 
and in-depth examination than is possible in a 

traditional journal article… (362) 

 

Academic market gains access to 

business information  

LexisNexis™ Company Dossier– an online 

research tool has been made available to the 

academic market.  

Covering more than 20 million global companies, 

Company Dossier provides access to critical 

strategic information including business news, 

competitive intelligence, financials and trademarks 

from multiple sources and compiles a 
comprehensive profile on a targeted company.   

“This is a very powerful research tool for students 

and faculty members,” … (362) 

 

  

Elsevier launches service for UK 

journalists  
 Corporate Relations has introduced an exclusive 

information service for UK journalists to enhance 

Elsevier‟s reputation within the UK scientific and 

health communities...and beyond. 

Targeting key UK journalists who report and 

comment on scientific and health developments, 

Elsevier FLASH summarises articles in science, 
technology and medicine to peak interest and media 

coverage of Elsevier and a selection of its journals.  

Upon being offered the FLASH service, the Health 

Editor of The Times, …, responded, “I‟d be 

delighted to get an e-mail with instant access to 

articles. I think it will give Elsevier much greater 

visibility.”  

Journalists receive a monthly FLASH Alert email 

which features a short selection of articles, an 

article summary and a hotlink to the full text on 

ScienceDirect… (363) 

 

DiscoveryGate reduces research time for 

discovery scientists  
Life Sciences‟ MDL is well-positioned for 

substantial growth into next year having licensed 
DiscoveryGateSM  to 100 companies. 

MDL introduced DiscoveryGate  late last year to 

provide discovery scientists (such as chemists in the 

pharmaceutical industry) with „chemically-

intelligent‟ Internet access to a broad range of 

scientific information with a single query.  

Discovery researchers … are already experiencing 

the benefits. “We are conducting return on 

investment calculations as part of DiscoveryGate 

evaluations,” …“Workflow studies show that 

DiscoveryGate offers significant benefits over 
typical research methods. In one case we saw a 75 

percent time-saving.” 

DiscoveryGate supports key aspects of discovery 

research, including developing hypotheses, 

selecting and optimising leads, synthesising and 

testing acquiring compounds, and pharmacological 

profiling. It does this by integrating, indexing, and 

linking essential discovery content, including 

journal articles, chemical databases, patent indexes, 

and Major Reference Works.  

DiscoveryGate allows researchers to search using 
chemical structures… (363) 

 

Reed Elsevier launch RE Cares Month 
Staff are being encouraged to take part in charitable 

activities around the globe during October, the first 

annual RE cares Month. 

In a message to all Reed Elsevier employees, Chief 
Executive Crispin Davis invites everyone to „get 

involved in business-sponsored events‟, and take 

part in volunteer opportunities that occur 

throughout the year. He points out that staff are also 

entitled to „two days out of the office‟, to carry out 

volunteer work for non-profit organisations of their 

choice. (363) 

 

Project Phoenix raises the e-journal 

platform 
Elsevier societies and individual journal customers 

can now access a new online journal and 

community platform. 

…, the internally dubbed, „Project Phoenix‟, offers 

an improved user experience, added functionality, 

and valuable personalisation features. 

Phoenix allows Elsevier to offer its society 

publishing partners a highly customisable journal 
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site that is branded to the society and journal.  It can 

also set up communities or portals of similar 

journals by specialty or product type… (364) 

 

THE LANCET backfiles in the spotlight 
ScienceDirect‟s immense archive of THE 

LANCET‟S 340,000 backfiles was publically 

unveiled last week, marking the 180th anniversary 

of THE LANCET‟S inception in 1823.  

A reception was held at the 200-year old Royal 

Institution of Great Britain, and brought together 

librarians, the medical profession, media, and teams 

from ScienceDirect and THE LANCET. 

Editor of THE LANCET, …, opened with a 

passionate talk on the journal‟s contribution to 

human well-being and the integrity of the medical 
profession. Medical historian …spoke about the 

backfiles‟ on-going importance, and Project 

Manager … concluded with a presentation on the 

whole backfiles programme… (364) 

 

 Cell Press appoints new Editor for Cell 
The appointment of Emilie Marcus, …, as the new 
Editor of Cell and Executive Editor of Cell Press is 

„a good fit‟ to one of Elsevier‟s most prestigious 

journals. 

With an impact factor of 27.25, Cell is proud of its 

accomplishments but eager to take on new 

challenges. Previously Editor of Cell‟s sister 

journal, Neuron, …was chosen for her editorial 

vision and „open, aggressive approach to the 

scientific community‟. 

President and Chief Executive Officer Lynne 

Herndon says, “In today‟s competitive 
environment, we can‟t stand still. The community 

knows that we are committed to publishing the 

most exciting biology and to delivering extra value 

with a rapid, constructive, and highly selective 

review process. Our editors work intensively with 

authors and interact extensively with the scientific 

community to identify cutting-edge research. This 

level of service and dedication keeps us firmly 

among the front-runners in scientific publishing 

along with Science and Nature.” (364) 

 

Third world gains access to agricultural 

data  
Scientists in the poorest countries in the world now 
have free access to vital research that will help 

increase crop yields and feed the population. 

Elsevier has offered 185 journals to the Access to 

Global Online Research in Agriculture (AGORA) 

project, a groundbreaking initiative that will give 

developing countries free and discounted access to 

agriculture, food and environment research 

literature. The project is an initiative of the Food 

and Agricultural Organisation, in association with 

the World Health Organisation, Cornell‟s Mann 

Agriculture Library, the Rockefeller Foundation, 
and major scientific publishers. … (365) 

 

 

Einstein’s special relativity holds firm 
A paper published in Elsevier‟s Astroparticle 

Physics reveals that Einstein‟s theories remain true. 

It was expected that theories based on quantum 

gravity would replace Einstein‟s special relativity.  
Studying gamma rays coming from distant galaxies, 

it was proven by Floyd Stecker of NASA, that 

special relativity remains valid at the highest 

energies…. 

Astroparticle Physics has been very successful in 

capturing articles from this active field. The 

journal‟s impact factor of 4.3 is one of the fastest 

growing in space sciences…. (365) 

 

New global structure 
A new Global Structure has been developed for 

staff in Publishing and Finance to enable a 

consistent business structure for reporting, 

improved reporting accuracy, and control over the 

structure moving forward.  

During the past few months, Corporate Finance has 

been working with groups across the business to 

establish a new conformed Global Structure for 
Elsevier's publishing interests. This new structure 

will clarify management groups and provide more 

accurate business intelligence and financial 

reporting for books and journals…. (366) 

 

Elsevier authors awarded Nobel Prizes 
… 
 Paul C Lauterbur and Sir Peter Mansfield are joint 

winners of The Nobel Prize in Physiology or 

Medicine, for discoveries concerning magnetic 

resonance imaging. Dr Lauterbur discovered the 

possibility of creating two-dimensional pictures by 

introducing gradients in the magnetic field. This 

allows the build-up of two-dimensional pictures of 

structures that could not be visualised with other 

methods. Dr Lauterbur had work published in 

Neuroscience earlier this year, and he has had eight 

articles published by Elsevier since 1961….  
Joint winners of the Chemistry Prize, Peter Agre 

and Roderick MacKinnon have published in a 

number of Elsevier‟s top titles, including JMB, 

Cell, Genomics, TiBS, CO Cell Biology, FEBS 

Letters and Journal of Structural Biology.  

Peter Agre is honoured for his discovery of water 

channels, which he called aquaporins. … 

Roderick MacKinnon was awarded the prize for his 

structural and mechanistic studies of ion channels. 

Inherited and acquired mutations in ion channels 

are associated with many human diseases, including 
cystic fibrosis and heart arrhythmia.   (365)                                                                         

                               

Profile: The Publishing Technology 

Group  
The Publishing Technology Group was created to 

support business unit staff across S&T with new 

product development. Its activities include 

understanding and translating business needs.  

Technology Director, Jonathan Clark explains, “We 

have 40 people worldwide, located close to the 
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business staff we support but organised centrally. 

This way we provide an interface between the 

business and the IT Development group in 

Operations.  … (367) 

 

Project Booster update 
Project Booster is the start of a process to develop 

the company through innovation. So far, Booster 

has helped discover and develop exciting new 

opportunities within Elsevier‟s business units. 

An internal team, chosen by the Elsevier Board, has 

been working with Strategos, an external 

consultancy, to run the innovation project. They 

embarked on a structured and rigorous process, 

which mobilised a large section of the company to 

come up with innovative products and services, 
contributing to additional revenues in three years 

time. 

Phase One, the Discovery Phase, …identified needs 

within the various customer groups, looked at 

Elsevier‟s current, latent and future competences 

and questioned rigid beliefs within the company. 

Phase Two, Ideation, …generated 5,800 „idea 

fragments‟. In Phase Three, the  Opportunity 

Development Phase,  17 bigger domains (derived 

from the 5,800 ideas) were created and assessed; 

six opportunities were finally selected (three from 

Health Sciences and three from Science & 
Technology) for further development.  … (368) 

 

Elsevier's Urban & Fischer supports 

anti-smoking campaign 
Urban & Fischer (U&F), part of Elsevier in 

Germany, has donated EUR 2500 to the „Be Smart, 

Don't Start‟ international anti-smoking campaign. 

U&F also received a prize from The German 

Foundation for Book Art for its 2002 anti-smoking 

book for children and teenagers, Kippen - Leben 

ohne Zigaretten, which was hailed as one of the 

„most beautiful books in German‟.   

Beginning this month in Germany and lasting until 
April next year, the seventh „Be Smart, Don't Start‟ 

campaign will run across Europe. The competition 

is geared towards  11 to 14 year old students and 

took place in 16 countries during the 2002/2003 

school year. Students in Germany represented one 

third of the 750,000 taking part. 

„Be Smart, Don't Start‟ supports the non-smoking 

drive of the European Commission and the German 

Cancer Society, as well as a number of other public 

and private institutions. … (369) 

 

Franklin Institute backfiles from 1826  

available on SD 
The full archive of the prestigious Journal of the 

Franklin Institute is now available on 

ScienceDirect.   

Appearing on schedule on 31 October, the addition 

of all 21,212 articles from the period  

1826 – 1968 completes the backfiles, which run 

until 1995. All articles from 1996 onwards are 

already available on ScienceDirect. 

These early volumes represent 

a significant extension to the „Mathematics‟ 

and „Engineering and Technology‟ backfiles 

packages. … (369) 

 

Introducing the Paris office  
In 2004, it will be 20 years since the company now 

known as Elsevier started operating in Paris.  

The company, formerly known as Editions 

Scientifiques et Médicales Elsevier (ESME), was 

founded when Elsevier acquired the rights to 

publish the renowned journals of the Institut 

Pasteur. Subsequently, additional journal titles were 

started and acquired, and a book-publishing 

programme was initiated, almost entirely in the 

medical field, which is best suited for local-
language publishing. 

 

In 1993, the company more than doubled in size 

after Reed Elsevier had acquired Editions 

Techniques, now LexisNexis France. Together with 

large loose-leaf products in the legal field, there 

also came a loose-leaf medical reference product, 

the Encyclopédie Médico-Chirurgicale. 

The company has since steadily grown, both in staff 

numbers and in revenue, through  acquisitions and 

organic growth. The Paris office at present employs 

just under 200 employees, all, except some sales 
people who work in the various French regions, 

located at the office on Rue Linois in the 15th 

arrondissement (district), close to the river Seine 

and  the Eiffel Tower. 

The focus is now strictly on medical information in 

the French language, putting the Paris office under 

the wing of Health Sciences International, … (370)   

 

1. Interview with Wubbo Tempel  
Wubbo Tempel has been working at Elsevier for 19 
years and became president of the Paris office early 

this year after transforming Excerpta Medica in 

Almere and Elsevier in Italy. 

 “Developing the operation in France is part of a 

wider strategy to establish Elsevier in eight or nine 

local markets, including Brazil, Italy, Spain, 

Germany, Australia, and parts of Asia,” says 

Wubbo. “France represents a profitable local 

language market for Health Sciences‟ books and 

journals, the French enyclopedia and the pharma 

business. French doctors prefer to read in their own 

language and there is an extensive medical 
community to cater for here…. 

As France is culturally different from many other 

European countries, displaying its uniqueness with 
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long lunches, a shorter working week, good wine 

and frequent strikes, it is difficult to avoid the 

question, “Will this affect the business?”  

Wubbo explains, “The long lunches are not a 

problem, the French work well into the evening to 

compensate. Often, they go home, eat, and then go 

straight to bed. As for the strikes, well it takes one 

hour and 45 minutes to walk from Gare du Nord to 

the office!” (370) 

 

The Lancet to publish in Chinese  
In February 2004, after 180 years of publication in 

English, The Lancet will be made available for the 

first time in Chinese. A team of specialists in China 

will choose and translate the content of six yearly 

issues.  
With approximately two million medical doctors 

and allied health workers, China represents a good 

potential market for this prestigious journal. 

Stephen Troth, Director Health Sciences (HS) Asia 

explains, “Not only are we widening the customer 

base, but we are bringing important medical 

information to China, which will help advance their 

medical professionalism.” … (371) 

 

 Science & Technology portals set for 

withdrawal  
The Science & Technology (S&T) Board has 

reviewed its portal marketing activities and feels 

that the contribution of this form of marketing to 
S&T's current business is not sufficient to continue 

the associated high investments. The existing S&T 

portals, BioMedNet, ChemWeb, 

ElsevierEngineering.com will be withdrawn and 

their associated operations, products and services 

will be reviewed… 

This difficult decision has been made in the context 

of an extremely challenging budget cycle brought 

about by the continued tough market conditions. 

Additionally, changes in legislation make it more 

difficult to defray costs through advertising based 
activities using membership lists.  This has led to 

the need to review the resources deployed on 

portals in support of our marketing strategy (371) 

 

Elsevier partners with new society 
 Elsevier is now the publishing partner of the 

International Society for Men‟s Health & Gender 
(ISMH), a relatively young but active and 

ambitious society. 

ISMH‟s successes so far include the coordination of 

Men‟s Health Week worldwide, and  

special issues on men‟s health in the British 

Medical Journal and Newsweek magazine.  

“Elsevier‟s range of publications and services in the 

health sector, including ScienceDirect, The Lancet, 

the commercial sales force and the conference 

organising service, all contributed to Elsevier being 

the society‟s choice publisher,”… (372) 
 

The adventure of the missing backfiles 
 Finding every single issue for each journal 

collection is not always easy and the ScienceDirect 

backfiles project team often has to engage in 

serious detective work to track down missing 
issues.    

Once the missing issues have been identified, the 

team contact the Dutch Royal Library in the 

Netherlands, who set the „wheels in motion‟ to 

locate these issues. They return an inventory 

indicating where the information can be found, and 

the team commissions digital scanning company, 

Strata Preservation, to scan the issues on location.  

Once digitised, the journals are sent to a supplier in 

the Philippines that creates datasets to be stored in 

the Electronic Warehouse, before they are delivered 
to ScienceDirect…. 

“The team also gets support from staff in and 

around the company,” adds Electronic Warehouse 

Operations Manager, Felix Broug. “Johan Finders 

[Dispatch Officer] has been with the company for 

over 31 years. His knowledge of information stored 

in the basement of the company‟s headquarters in 

Amsterdam is hugely significant to the project.”  

Johan recently located the complete Biochimica et 

Biophysica Acta (BBA) collection and has since 

turned up a huge amount of microfiches and 

microfilm containing historic information….(372) 
 

PIMS -  - saving us time and money 
Poor quality product information costs Elsevier 

approximately EUR five million per year. The 

Product Information Management Strategy (PIMS) 

project is producing significant savings in cost and 
time through process initiatives in areas such as 

journal pricing. 

“PIMS is an important strategic project for 

Elsevier,” says Gavin Howe, Chief Operating 

Officer and sponsor of the PIMS project. “It 

focuses on the continuing drive to improve product 

information quality, which improves customer 

service and helps reduce costs.”… 

“The improvements to the journal pricing process 

allow us to release prices and renewal invoices 

considerably earlier than in previous years. This 

reduces the amount of errors and re-invoicing, 
improving both cash-flow and the efficiency of the 

business.”… (373) 
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